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Do you have any suggestions for how to improve future community meetings like this one?5 responses

● Ask the city planner to have his own presentation and Q+A
● I agree 100% with Miss Scarlet's feedback that this feedback process favors computer users and I feel it puts older and underrepresented populations 

at disadvantage.
● Coming to central oakland and spending a few hours favors people with disposable time, and puts at disadvantage the most economically stressed 

people in our community.
● This style meeting is NOT a substitute for engaging directly with residents on community benefits. We touched on community benefits during Q&A but 

it's not a sufficient forum, nor is this feedback form a sufficient forum. We need local communities to engage with each other and with the developer 
in brainstorming and conversation.

● Unfortunate that discussion of oakland-wide versus neighborhood-level discussion didn't proceed -- it's an important question for community 
feedback.

● Share presentations with plenty of time beforehand for people to read and be prepared. Developer for 3440 Forbes said a number of seemingly 
misleading or deflecting things about parking and community benefits and it was hard to engage without sufficient preparation.

● More seating and larger screen would be helpful -- diagrams and text not readable from back of room.
● The link to this survey was difficult to find -- display a short link?
● Andersen windows advertisement wasn't interesting to me personally and didn't seem relevant to S. Oakland.
● No last minute additions to the program; it ticks off your box that you did it but shows a total lack of concern for those who may have come to the 

meeting for that presentation. 
● Provide a microphone.
● I like it when the OPDC monitor keep things going, when residents went off on a tangent
● Rather than grouping all projects and all communities into one meeting space at the same time...split it out. True it is less time consuming for OPDC 

to do it that way....and certainly makes it seem that it is a formality to invite the comminities.
● Improve the question and answer process. Some people monopolize the process with long speeches. If you wait politely raising your hand, it takes a 

long time to ask a pertinent question.


